Dear shareholders,
in the final pages of Prices & Values, that we published over a
year ago, we firmly asserted that in 2017 the stock markets
would have grown, that Italy would have performed particularly
well

and

that

the

excellent

companies

would

have

given

enormous satisfactions. So it was, in spite of many bankers,
economists and alleged gurus who for years have seen at the
horizon - and see, especially for our Country - collapses, risks,
reversals or anyway strong corrections.
In this context - apart from the satisfaction of not having spent
in vain hundreds of pages to demonstrate a certainly innovative
however minority thesis - the stock of excellent investments
that TIP has, the level of diversification between them, but more
importantly TIP’s capability to extract from investee companies a
level of growth in values well above that of its competitors,
has made the difference. We are therefore proud and happy to
have further shown that even in Italy can exist a quantity and
quality of industrial excellences that allow similar results. We
are more than satisfied for you shareholders who, by keeping to
believe in us, have been able to benefit from very good returns.
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An increase in TIP stock from the beginning of January 2016 to
28/2/2018

of 72.7%

and

of TIP warrant

of 237.7%

are

excellent numbers, but the most significant data for whom, like
us, don’t like speculative or short term optic, is the usual
performance of the last 5 years total return 1, that at the end of
February was equal to 322.3% with a yearly average of 64.5%.
We believe that our investment model allows a very limited level
of risk, both for the quality of the investments and for its
differentiation: direct, indirect, low leverage, with a great trust
on entrepreneurs–managers, in industries that are different but
always characterized by interesting perspectives and, anyway, in
an

amount

that

singularly

never

represents

a

relevant

constraint.
Given the risks, considered objectively modest, these returns
are a very satisfactory result.
In brief the main investments as at today:

Listed companies

Private companies

AMPLITER
Convertible bond

Debt instrument

StarTIP
Tamburi Investment Partners S.p.A.

TIP stock performance, dividend distribution and freely distributed warrant 2015 - 2020
performance
1
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As you can see, our companies are the same of last year, plus
some new. In fact, even considering the relevant revaluations,
we have essentially succeeded in resisting to the legitimate well
known sentence “ vendi, guadagna e pentiti ”, given our strong
belief on the good perspectives of the companies we invested in.
In hindsight, we were wrong in the decrease, even if limited, of
our stakes in Amplifon and Prysmian but, referring to the first
one, against a sale of about 40 million euro, few months after
Asset Italia has invested 50 million in the parent company
Ampliter with a more interesting project and a more convenient
implicit price. About Prysmian, considering the relevant capital
gain implicit in the shares held we have considered cautious to
sell less than one third of the stake in order to reset the book
value of the shares held by Clubtre, in which TIP has a 43%
stake. At the end of 2017, since the stock was reaching record
prices, we slightly decreased our stake in Moncler, reporting a
further good capital gain and, to confirm our positive view on
the company, we used part of the proceeds to buy call options.
Overall 2017 was a year of great balance, with a bit more of 100
million euro of direct investments and divestments, but what is
more

relevant

is

that,

considering

club-deals,

the

new

investments during the year exceeded 200 million euro and the
total transactions activated by TIP – club-deals included – have
reached 3 billion euro.
After these transactions, the positive performance of the
markets and the more than positive performance of our stocks,
the portfolio has been further strengthened and as at today the
usual estimate of the mid term intrinsic value of direct assets
leads to a value above 1.1 billion euro, with an increase of about
200 million euro versus the end of 2016, more or less in line
with the increase in the consolidated net equity of TIP group.
The breakdown (by year of investment and industry) is:
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Mid term intrinsic value estimate* of TIP assets (as at February, 28 th 2018)
Since 2017
8%

T&A, tr. shares,
other
4%

Since 2016
4%

Since 2015
14%

Advisory and
treasury shares
3%
Other
9%

Since
2007/2008
28%

Luxury, retail
and design
36%

Health, tourism
and silver age
13%

~ 1.170

~ 1.170

Since 2010
9%
Since 2014
10%

Since 2011
8%
Since 2013
15%

technology and
innovation
39%

* it includes the analytical valuations of each investment estimated by TIP considering
mid – long term perspective of the companies gross of TIP long term debts.

In aggregate, for the investee companies participated by TIP,
revenues reached about 19 billion euro, employees hit 60,000
and - throughout the years in which TIP has held a stake - 91 M&A
transactions have been completed.
Given that for all the companies the trend of the euro / dollar
exchange rate has been a not irrelevant issue, 2017 data have to
be read considering a structural and generalized downside, new
if compared to previous years, due to both the consequential
lower sales and for the pure conversion of the currencies in
the consolidated results.
AMPLIFON (stock performance: +44.2% from the beginning of
2017 to 28/2/2018) has impressed again in terms of revenue
growth, but even more in terms of profitability and we can
certainly confirm that the top management, completely renewed
in the last two years, is doing a great job. Turnover reached
1.27 billion euro (+12.5% at constant exchange rates), adjusted
EBITDA 217.5 million euro (+14.9%) and consolidated net profit
exceeded 100 million euro (+58.1%).
The number of stores in the world has exceeded 10,000, a
number

which

cannot

be

reached

by

any

competitor

in

a
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reasonable time. The acquisitions - not particularly relevant in
terms of single-deal size during 2017 - have in any case exceeded
111 million euro, to be added to over 70 million euro of
investments. The new three-year plan will be announced in a few
days and the hope is that the trend of strong growth will
continue.
BE (stock performance: +37.3%, as above) is consolidating its
competitive position - independent from large groups - in Italy
and is significantly growing in Europe in the field of consulting
and IT solutions, in particular for banking insurance. The
turnover for 2017 is expected to reach about 130 million euro
on an average consensus basis, with an EBITDA of around 18
million euro (Ebitda margin of 13.7%). In 2017, small but
selected

acquisitions

continued,

particularly

on

foreign

markets.
INTERPUMP (stock performance: +75.7%, as above) confirms to
be a phenomenal company, led by an entrepreneur with truly
exceptional skills. The 2017 results are extraordinary despite
the dollar effect: turnover of 1.086 billion (+17.7% compared
to 2016), EBITDA of 248.6 million euro (+ 25.3%) and net profit
of

135.6

million

euro

(+43.5%).

These

numbers

are

self-

explaining. The process of rationalizing the acquired companies
continues to give results, often better than expected, as well as
the policy of new acquisitions which had a further boost at the
end of 2017.
MONCLER (stock performance: +73.6%, as above) has recently
astonished the international fashion community with another
extremely innovative initiative - Genius - that not only confirms
the extreme vitality, ability, and vision of Remo Ruffini and his
team, but also the uniqueness of the business model. In terms of
financials only positive news, with a turnover of 1.194 billion
euro (+17% at constant exchange rates), adjusted EBITDA of
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411.6 million euro (+15.9%) and net profit of 249.7 million euro
(+ 27%).
PRYSMIAN (stock performance: +6.2%, as above) has recently
announced the purchase of General Cable for three billion
dollars, one of the most important mergers and acquisitions
deals of the entire Italian industrial history. Considering that
the media, but not only, especially after the Italo / NTV
takeover, keep on talking about the progressive colonization of
the Italian industrial system, TIP is particularly pleased to be –
and for many years – among the main shareholders of Prysmian,
already world leader in its sector, which had the courage and,
capability to launch a transaction of such importance and
complexity. The most important thing, in light of TIP philosophy,
is that the synergies envisaged with General Cable should
amount to around 150 million euro, so from this combination criticized by the "experts" and certainly not rewarded by the
market for the price paid, considered high - may generate very
good results over time. Revenues for 2017 amounted to 7.9
billion euro (+4.4%) and Adjusted EBITDA reached 733 million
euro (+ 3.1%) with a net profit of 223 million euro. The net
financial position (pre-General Cable deal) improved further and
at December 31 was 436 million euro (537 at the end of 2016).
HUGO BOSS (stock performance: +26.2%, as above) after two
years of uncertainty, seems to have returned to being able to
give satisfaction to shareholders both in terms of economics
and stock market performance. It continues not to be totally
part of the - luckily - large group of excellent companies that
TIP has in its portfolio, but certainly, it does not seem to give
any concerns. The relationship between top management and the
market

remains

inadequate

and,

in

any

case,

the

German

governance model (dual, presence of trade unions, etc.) should
make everybody reflect about possible future investments.
Revenues for 2017 amounted to 2.7 billion euro (+3%) and
EBITDA reached 499 million euro.
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AZIMUT BENETTI had a great year on the Azimut lines, confirming
the

good

choices

both

of

the

new

models

and

the

new

management team, but not easy for the Benetti lines, who
experienced a slower turnover of the top management. The new
general manager of Benetti seems in the position to bring back
the brand to the historical level of profitability that has
satisfied

for

decades.

Unfortunately,

in

recent

years

-

following the economic crisis - both unprofitable and complex
contracts have been taken, but the new management is confident
that this parenthesis has been concluded and has prepared a
three-year plan with very encouraging results. The consolidated
value of production for the past financial year was 726 million
euro (+5%), with EBITDA substantially at break-even, following
approximately 30 million euro of extraordinary charges.
EATALY, 2017

was a pivotal year, extremely important to

consolidate the new openings (both Boston and Los Angeles
have started very well) and complete the development of
existing industrial and commercial businesses. Like for like
turnover is almost everywhere positive, the new openings plan is
now very clear, the management team is complete and the quality
of its work is increasingly evident. Consolidated sales were
slightly below 500 million euro (+25%) and profitability is
returning to acceptable levels. The profitability is expected to
increase significantly over time thanks to the positive effect of
the operating leverage. The listing is currently confirmed for
2019.
FCA e FERRARI - despite being temporary liquidity investments were confirmed two exceptional investments, with a noteworthy
return. During 2017 the position in FCA was slightly reduced,
but the main part - along with all the investment in Ferrari in the
portfolio since the beginning of 2017 - remained.
FURLA continues to register impressive growth rates - despite
the dollar effect - reaching a turnover of around 500 million
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euro, with an increase of over 18% compared to 2016 and with a
more than proportional growth in profitability.
ROCHE BOBOIS continues the growth in terms of turnover (over
550 million aggregated and around 267 consolidated) but even
more in cash flow and profitability, reaching an EBITDA of about
29

million

euro

in

2017.

TIP,

as

part

of

its

portfolio

enhancement strategy, is evaluating a partial sale of the
investment, which may be carried out over time also via a stock
market listing.
The listing on the Stock Exchange of OCTO TELEMATICS another masterpiece of profitability - seems confirmed for the
current year.
Tipo-Tip Pre-IPO
In 2017 Novartis Group launched a tender offer on AAA Advanced Accelerated Applications shares and obviously TIPO
benefited from it. Summing the shares previously sold and the
ones tendered, TIPO recorded total capital gains of 15 million
Euro against an investment of 7 million euro. Part of the
proceeds have been used to finance the second phase of
investments in iGuzzini Group and part of the Chiorino deal.
In 2017 IGUZZINI ILLUMINAZIONE recorded revenues of 232
million Euro and EBITDA of 31.5 million Euro, with a good
growth, but above all at the end of the year iGuzzini completed supported by TIP also as an advisor – an important acquisition in
North America that will allow the company to double its size in a
continent that is trendsetter within the specific industry.
Furthermore, during 2017 the acquisition of the stakes of some
family branches - already defined in 2016 - were completed and,
in terms of governance, it is confirmed that the Group has an
excellent management which is now totally focused on the
development and the profitability of the business. At the end of
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the rationalization process, TIPO will be the single largest
shareholder.
In 2017 BETA UTENSILI registered an increase in revenues that
reached 137 million Euro (+6%) and a healthy growth of EBITDA
hitting 29 million Euro (+14%). During the year the company - as
expected - refinanced the debt contracted for the acquisition
and now it is in an excellent position to accelerate the growth
path via M&A as planned at the time of the investment by TIPO.
Over the last few weeks, a relevant acquisition was completed,
in addition to a smaller one finalized at the end of 2017.
The stake in CHIORINO was acquired in July 2017 and, despite the
company is highly cash generating and profitable, the agreement
originated by the willingness of the family to boost the growth
path (in 2017 Chiorino exceeded revenues of 110 million euro
with expected EBITDA margin of about 23%) in particular in the
U.S.; TIP is supporting Chiorino in order to try to maximize the
effectiveness of this strategy.
Asset Italia
ALPITOUR

last

year

recorded

an

excellent

increase

in

profitability (EBITDA of 46 million euro, +28.6%) a marginal
increase in sales (+7.3%). What is even more important is that the
project imagined at the time of Asset Italia's investment is
underway, with the progressive renewal of the aircraft fleet
(the first out of three Boeing 787 Dreamliner was delivered in
December) and other acquisitions, to be financed also through
our 120 million capital increase. One of them, a resort in
Madagascar, was finalized during the last summer; a promising
activity in France was then started. Also in this case we can
certainly confirm that we are in the presence of an excellent
top management.
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As known, in December was completed the transaction AMPLITER
(controlling

company

of

AMPLIFON),

which

involved

an

investment of about 50 million euro and the subscription of a
stake of about 6% of Ampliter share capital. Given the already
mentioned results of Amplifon and since the only asset of
Ampliter are the Amplifon shares, at the moment we are very
satisfied.
THE INNOVATION
A year ago we announced our intention to strengthen TIP's
commitment in this area. In 2017 we established StarTIP, with the
aim of focusing all the Group's activities in a specialized
company. In the meantime, the activity of DIGITAL MAGICS has
grown further and the stake of StarTIP (first shareholder) has
reached

23%,

after

having

subscribed,

in

a

more

than

proportional way, shares and warrants. TALENT GARDEN is
further increasing its presence in Europe with openings planned
in Vienna, Dublin, Lille and with the acquisition, in Denmark, of a
company already active in 3 locations. In recent weeks - in
collaboration with Cassa Depositi e Prestiti - a future opening
has been announced in California, in order to have as much as
possible "contamination" with companies and initiatives around
Silicon Valley.
In 2017 StarTIP acquired a stake in ALKEMY, one of the most
structured and well-known Italian digital enablers and lately a
further stake in TELESIA, the Italian “Go-TV” leader.
TIP is very committed to invest in this area and has allocated 100
million euro to establish a group of companies worthy of being
able to interface both with the Group's network and with those
(many) external operators, usually small, often unstructured,
more than anything else effect of single initiatives or in general
with limited resources. In fact, if the uniqueness of the network
of investors / entrepreneurs and investee companies that pivot
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around TIP were flanked by a large and cohesive group of
initiatives also in the innovation and digital area, we will create
something unique and very useful for the industrial system of
the country. A hub that can talk with equal dignity to many
similar initiatives already started in other countries.
CONCLUSIONS
2017 was a very interesting year, profitable (over 72 million
euro

of consolidated

net

profit),

of good

and

promising

investments, of some tactical easing, but more than anything
else

of

further

consolidation

and

recognition

of

the

uniqueness of TIP.
2018 looks like a different year.
On the one hand, because it could represent the beginning of a
season of new IPOs on the stock markets of TIP's investee
companies; in fact, most of the satisfaction, in the previous
years,

have

come

-

apart

from

the

Moncler

case

-

from

acquisitions of stakes of already listed companies. During the
current year, a sequence of IPOs can start, hopefully, to
demonstrate TIP's ability to identify other good companies to be
brought successfully to the market. In the coming weeks, the
listing process for Octo Telematics should start, in the next
12/18 months Roche Bobois could follow the same path on the
Paris stock exchange. In 2019 is planned the IPO of Eataly and,
after that, further in time and depending on both the single
equity stories and the exogenous conditions, it should be the
turn of iGuzzini, Alpitour, Furla, Beta Utensili and Chiorino. An
absolutely unique and fantastic pipeline.
The pipeline of new investments, for TIP, Asset Italia and TIPO is
equally encouraging and, despite the theoretical competition by
other

operators

is

growing

every

day,

this

confirms

the

excellent attractiveness of our formulas.
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Should financial markets continue to perform positively the
policy of tactical easing of some portions of the listed holdings
will continue, but always with a cautious view and / or to
progressively improve the performance of TIP without ever
losing the grip with those phenomenal companies that have
contributed so much to the good returns of the last years.
Factory orders are increasing all over the world and the
profits of most of them are expected to grow further, so despite
the nonsense that even in recent weeks have been spread on
alleged dangers of inflation (the inflation that for decades had
been the "black beast" of every economist, but then, after the
crisis of 2007/2009 and until a few days ago, it was invoked by
central banks and governments as the only panacea necessary
to favor a structural recovery of the economies, today…),
despite some small increases, now physiological, of interest
rates starting from the United States, the force of the ongoing
growth should have the upper hand.
Therefore, at the moment, 2018 - for those looking at industries,
products and not at financial markets or cycles – looks better
also compared to the record year 2017 and, in fact, also world
GDP is expected to grow further.
In a world that will remain characterized by generally modest
capital returns, the main objective of TIP Group is to show how
the wise selection of leading and ambitious companies, innovative
and eager to over-perform their competitors, in the framework
of impressive strategic development projects, is the better way
to try to keep reaching good levels of return on investments.
Of course it will be impossible to keep the pace - over 60% of
average annual total return - that we have been able to give to
the shareholders in the last five years, but it is equally certain
that we will maintain our determination and maximum focus on
the excellence of the business models of the investee companies
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- current and potential - as well as the boost to ensure that they
follow paths of healthy growth, through strategic initiatives
and m&a deals, where possible.
Therefore, despite the good results obtained, our strong and
constant commitment will not go down one millimeter on the
best

possible

interpretations

of

what

happens

within

the

markets and the companies, in each single sector and as a result
of the innovation dynamics.

Giovanni Tamburi

Milan, March 9 th , 2018
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